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Abstract| There are functional and anatomical distinctions between the neural systems involved 12 

in the recognition of sounds in the environment and those involved in the sensorimotor guidance 13 

of sound production and the spatial processing of sound. Evidence for the separation of these 14 

processes has historically come from disparate literatures on the perception and production of 15 

speech, music and other sounds. More recent evidence indicates that there are computational 16 

distinctions between rostral and caudal primate auditory cortex that may underlie functional 17 

differences in auditory processing. These functional differences may originate from differences 18 

in the response times and temporal profiles of neurons in the rostral and caudal auditory cortex, 19 

suggesting that computational accounts of primate auditory pathways should focus on the 20 

implications of these temporal response differences. 21 

 [H1] Introduction 22 

The primate visual and auditory perceptual systems are equally complex, but approaches to 23 

untangling their complexity have differed: whereas models of visual processing have been often 24 

examined in a domain-general way (by measuring neural responses to basic visual features, for 25 

example), models of the auditory system have tended to focus on specific domains of auditory 26 

processing, such as the perception of intelligible speech and language1-3, the perception of 27 

linguistic and emotional prosody4,5, and the perception and production of music6,7. Studying 28 

these specific domains has proved useful for determining the functional properties of auditory 29 

cortex and it is arguable that beginning with such approaches was in some ways necessary. For 30 



 

instance, the functional organization of macaque auditory cortex into a rostral ‘recognition’ 31 

pathway and a caudal ‘spatial’ pathway was not apparent when simple tones (designed to be 32 

analogous to simple visual features) were used as stimuli 8. It was only when the vocal calls of 33 

monkey conspecifics were used that these properties became obvious9. Furthermore, there is also 34 

strong evidence that different kinds of auditory information are represented in distinct parts of 35 

the brain: for example, stroke can rob someone of the ability to understand music while 36 

preserving functions such as the comprehension of speech and other sounds10. Nevertheless, 37 

domain-specific approaches to understanding audition cannot (or do not aim to) account for the 38 

perception and processing of sounds outside these domains (such as impact sounds, which are 39 

neither vocal nor musical). What is therefore needed is a domain-general model in which there 40 

are multiple interacting computations, such as those that have been proposed for visione.g. 11.  41 

Recent developments in auditory neuroscience have begun to reveal candidate 42 

organisational principles for the processing of sound in the primate brain12-14. In this article, we 43 

argue that these organisational principles can be used to develop more computationally driven, 44 

domain-general models of cortical auditory processing. Previous reviews on auditory processing 45 

have characterized the involvement of rostral and caudal pathways with specific auditory and 46 

linguistic domains 1-7. Other accounts have posited the relationship of these pathways to attention 47 
15,16 or described their role in perceiving auditory objects 17. Our purpose here is rather different. 48 

We will describe and synthesise recent findings of auditory neuroscience studies that have used 49 

neuroanatomical analyses, electrocorticography (ECoG) and functional MRI (fMRI) in humans 50 

and monkeys, with the aim of setting out a domain-general functional account of the primate 51 

auditory cortex. The model that we propose is based on rostro–caudal patterns of intracortical 52 

and extracortical connectivity in the auditory cortex, the differential temporal response properties 53 

of rostral and caudal cortical fields and task-related functional engagement of rostral and caudal 54 

regions of the auditory cortex.  55 

 56 

[H1] Auditory anatomical organisation 57 

In audition, the signal carried by the auditory nerve is deconstructed into different kinds of 58 

informational features, which are represented in parallel in the ascending auditory pathway (Box 59 

1). Within these representations, some general organisational principles are apparent. Tonotopy — 60 

in which the frequency information in sound is represented across a spatial array — is first 61 



 

established in the cochlea and is preserved along the entire ascending auditory pathway18. In 62 

addition, other acoustic features — such as sound onsets and offsets, temporal regularities relating 63 

to pitch, and spatial location — are computed from the cochlear nucleus onwards18. Thus, there is 64 

intense complexity in the sub-cortical processing of sound and this complexity (Box 2) is preserved 65 

even as the temporal detail of the sound representations decreases (Box 1). Following this 66 

subcortical processing, the medial geniculate body (auditory thalamus) projects to the cortex 67 

(which also makes strong connections back to subcortical nuclei; Fig. 1a).  68 

The primate auditory cortex is organised, anatomically, in a rostral–caudal orientation, with 69 

three core primary fields surrounded by belt and parabelt fields, in a roughly concentric form. The 70 

tonotopic organisation seen in the ascending auditory pathway is seen within the core fields, with 71 

three different tonotopic gradients seen across the three core fields 8,19. Connectivity within the 72 

‘core’ auditory cortex also maintains a rostral–caudal axis, with greater connectivity between 73 

adjacent core auditory regions than between non-adjacent core fields (Fig. 1b) 12 This rostral–74 

caudal organisation is also seen in the connections between the auditory thalamus and the rostral 75 

and caudal core auditory fields: A1 and R both receive the vast majority of their inputs from the 76 

ventral medial geniculate body, whereas the rostral-most core field, RT, receives a greater 77 

proportion of inputs from the postero-dorsal medial geniculate body (Figure 1a)13. Rostral–caudal 78 

differences extend into the thalamo–cortical connectivity of rostral belt and parabelt areas. The 79 

rostral belt area RTp, lying directly rostral to RT, receives most of its inputs from the postero-80 

dorsal, ventral and medial fields within the medial geniculate body, whereas the rostral superior 81 

temporal gyrus, lying lateral to RTp in the parabelt is more strongly connected to the medial 82 

pulvinar and suprageniculate (Sg)–limitans (Lim) complex 13. 83 

This rostral–caudal organization of anatomy and connectivity has been taken as 84 

contributing evidence to support the idea that the nature of processing in rostral and caudal auditory 85 

cortex may be qualitatively distinct. For instance, it has been suggested that rostral projections and 86 

fields may be more likely (than caudal projections) to play a fundamental role in the integration of 87 

audiovisual information, since they are more strongly anatomically connected to thalamic nuclei 88 

that process visual information as well as sound (the medial pulvinar and Sg and Lim thalamic 89 

nuclei; Box 1) 13. Caudal areas, on the other hand, are proposed to be involved with processing 90 

audio-somatosensory stimuli, responding both to sounds (such as clicks) and to facial 91 

somatosensory stimulation20,21 and may mediate the roles of facial somato-sensation and sound 92 



 

processing in the control of articulation 22. In support of this proposal, caudal belt regions do not 93 

receive inputs from visual thalamus, but do show (in addition to auditory thalamus connectivity) 94 

input from the somatosensory thalamus21.  95 

 96 

[H1] Auditory response properties 97 

The possibility of differences in the perceptual processing properties of rostral and caudal areas of 98 

the auditory cortex suggested by their anatomy and connectivity is supported by differences in the 99 

response properties exhibited by neurons in these regions, as will be described below. But first, it 100 

is worth noting the many similarities between these areas. In terms of representing the frequency 101 

of sound, the tonotopy encoded at the cochlea is preserved in each of the core auditory fields 102 

(although it reverses directions across fields at the boundaries of core auditory areas11,19,23). 103 

Neurons in the rostral and caudal auditory cortex are also similar in their frequency tuning (the 104 

breadth of the range of frequencies that each cells responds to), their response threshold (how loud 105 

a sound has to be to stimulate the cell) and their activation strength (the average driven spike 106 

rate)14.  107 

 Nevertheless, important rostral–caudal differences can be seen in the speeds of neural 108 

responses and neural sensitivities to the structure of sounds over time24. There are rostral–caudal 109 

differences in response latency in both core and belt areas25: caudal core area A1 shows a faster 110 

median response to sounds (within 20ms of onset) than the more rostral area R (33ms)14 (Figure 111 

2) and Caudo-medial belt areas have been shown to have an average response latency of around 112 

10ms, even faster than core areas 26. A1 also tracks fast acoustic amplitude modulations (with a 113 

duty cycle on the order of 20-30ms) more accurately than the more rostral core area R, which can 114 

only track slower amplitude modulations (with a duty cycle on the order of 100ms and above)14. 115 

Neurons in area R saturate in their response at lower frequencies that those in A1 (Fig. 2), 116 

indicating that neurons in area R lose synchrony at lower rates than those in A1 which can continue 117 

to synchronize to faster rates of amplitude modulation 14. In other words, the caudal core auditory 118 

cortex responds quickly to sound onsets, and tracks fast amplitude modulations accurately, 119 

whereas rostral auditory cortex responds more slowly to the starts of sounds and more accurately 120 

tracks slower amplitude modulations (such as those found in speech).  121 

 Although these rostral–caudal temporal processing differences are not completely distinct, 122 

and the similarities in response properties of core areas should not be ignored27, we hypothesise 123 



 

that they may relate to important functional differences at higher levels of the auditory cortex. The 124 

faster and more precise temporal response in caudal A1 suggests that caudal auditory fields may 125 

more accurately compute certain aspects of sound sequences than more rostral fields. For example, 126 

the perception of rhythm is based on perceived beat onsets in sounds. The finer temporal acuity of 127 

caudal areas may make them better at tracking and coding these perceived onsets than the rostral 128 

auditory cortex, which also has a poorer resolution of different amplitude modulation frequencies 129 

(perceived beat onsets have been linked to amplitude onsets, as opposed to amplitude offsets 28). 130 

We hypothesise that this difference in temporal acuity may also make caudal auditory cortex 131 

suitable for performing computations that guide actions, which need to occur quickly if they are 132 

to be of any utility in the control of movement. There is evidence that engaging the motor system 133 

in an auditory perception task does indeed increase the temporal acuity of responses, which may 134 

reflect the enhanced involvement of rostral auditory fields. For instance, it is known that 135 

participants are more accurate at tracking changes in auditory intervals when they are tapping 136 

along than when they are passively listening, and we would suggest that this reflects differential 137 

recruitment of caudal auditory sensory motor systems which are recruited by coordinating actions 138 

with sounds 29.  139 

 By contrast to the brisk onset responses seen in caudal fields, we suggest that the slow 140 

onset times seen in rostral fields may reflect processes that are slower and that entail feedforward 141 

and feedback patterns of connectivity. Circuits mediating hierarchical perceptual processing and 142 

recognition processes, for example, tend to be slower in their responses, which reflects the time 143 

courses of prediction and integration of incoming perceptual information with prior experience 144 

(for example, the use of context in understanding) 30. Indeed, auditory recognition processes can 145 

be relatively slow: in humans, electrophysiological studies show that the earliest neural correlates 146 

of auditory semantic processing can be seen about 200ms after stimulus presentation, and continue 147 

to unfold over a further several hundred milliseconds 30. We therefore suggest that rostral auditory 148 

cortex areas may be well suited to a role in such processes. 149 

 Further evidence for the distinct temporal response properties of rostral and caudal auditory 150 

cortex comes from human studies. In a recent ECoG experiment31, cortical recordings were 151 

obtained as 27 participants heard spoken sentences. An unsupervised learning approach clustered 152 

the neural responses according to their temporal profiles. The results revealed large rostral–caudal 153 

differences: caudal fields responded quickly and strongly to the onsets of sentences (with 154 



 

additional onset responses occurring after gaps in speech longer than 200ms). Rostral fields, by 155 

contrast, showed much weaker onset responses and produced slower and more sustained 156 

responses. This difference (Fig. 2) supports the idea that there are computational differences 157 

between rostral and caudal auditory cortex fields in terms of basic acoustic processing, with caudal 158 

fields being more sensitive to onsets (and hence the temporal characteristics of sounds) and rostral 159 

fields being more sensitive to the spectrotemporal information conveyed over the whole sequence 160 

of a sound. Indeed, pure tones — which do not contain changing structure over time — produced 161 

only caudal onset responses. The results were seen over all stimuli (including nearly 500 natural 162 

sentences, and also single syllables), and did not depend on the linguistic properties of the sentence 163 

or the phonetic properties of the speech sounds, indicating that this may represent a more global 164 

rostral/caudal distinction in temporal response characteristics. We note, however, that ECoG study 165 

participants are almost always patients with intractable epilepsy who are on medication and may 166 

have suffered brain tissue damage or trauma. Thus the results from such studies should be 167 

interpreted cautiously and corroborated with evidence obtained with other techniques.  168 

 Human functional imaging has revealed processing differences in rostral and caudal 169 

auditory areas in humans that are in line with the monkey electrophysiology and human ECoG 170 

findings discussed above. In one study, participants were presented with a variety of different kinds 171 

of sounds (including speech, emotional vocalizations, animal cries, musical instruments and tool 172 

sounds). Their cortical responses (measured with fMRI) were analysed with respect to the spectro-173 

temporal features of the sounds 32. The presentation of sounds in which there were fast modulations 174 

of the amplitude envelope (that is, the changes in amplitude of a sound over time) but slower 175 

spectral modulations (that is, changes in the large-scale distribution of the frequency content of the 176 

sounds, such as those that characterise formants in speech) led to an enhanced response in medial 177 

regions caudal to Heschl’s gyrus, (the major anatomical landmark for primary auditory fields in 178 

the human brain), whereas sounds that contained more detailed spectral information and broader 179 

amplitude envelope modulations were associated with responses in regions rostral to Heschl’s 180 

gyrus and in the rostral superior temporal gyrus (STG). This pattern was replicated in a second 181 

fMRI study that examined responses to environmental sounds, speech and music33: caudal auditory 182 

fields responded preferentially to fast amplitude envelope modulations and slower spectral 183 

modulations, whereas rostral fields responded preferentially to faster spectral modulations and 184 

slow amplitude envelope modulations. As in the experiments in monkeys, these response profiles 185 



 

suggest that caudal and rostral regions may be involved in distinct computations: rostral fields may 186 

process information conveyed in the spectral detail of a sound, whereas caudal fields may process 187 

information conveyed via the amplitude envelope. Below, we will examine the more specific 188 

functional properties of rostral and caudal auditory regions that these neuronal differences may 189 

indicate. 190 

[H1] Rostral auditory processing 191 

[H2] Recognition processes 192 

Human speech is a perfect example of a spectrally complex sound. Comprehending speech 193 

requires the auditory system to grapple with dynamic changes in the spectral profile and, from this, 194 

recognize meaningful units of sound (such as phonemes, words, and grammatical and prosodic 195 

structures). Given the rostral auditory cortex’s proposed role in processing spectrally complex 196 

sounds, it is unsurprising that activity levels in rostral auditory fields are highly sensitive to the 197 

intelligibility of speech34 and that sub-fields within rostral STG respond to specific components of 198 

intelligible speech such as syntactic structures35,36.  199 

 Based on a review of the literature, it has been argued that there is a caudal–rostral 200 

hierarchical processing gradient for speech (mainly in the left cortical hemisphere), in which the 201 

most basic acoustic processing takes place in the primary auditory cortex and the complexity of 202 

processing increases as the information progresses rostrally, with the processing of high-order 203 

lexical and semantic structure taking place near the temporal pole37. This proposed hierarchy 204 

mirrors the gradient in cortical thickness measurements in temporal areas: the cortex is thinner and 205 

there are fewer feedback connections crossing cortical layers near the primary auditory cortex, 206 

whereas the cortex is thicker and has a higher ratio of feedback connections (those from deeper 207 

cortical layers to superficial cortical layers) to feedforward connections near the temporal pole38. 208 

The greater number of connections across layers has typically been assumed to be linked to greater 209 

processing complexity38. Furthermore, physiological studies in non-human primates have shown 210 

that rostral STG auditory areas exhibit more inhibitory responses than excitatory responses and 211 

that the latencies of these responses are longer than they are in more caudal areas: properties 212 

indicative of a higher position in a hierarchical processing stream39. It is also the case that rostral 213 

superior temporal lobe responses to speech appear to be malleable and sensitive to the effects of 214 



 

prediction and context: whereas mid STG fields are unaffected by sentence expectations, rostral 215 

auditory areas respond selectively based on the expected or violated sentence endings 40. Notably, 216 

this more context sensitive response is mediated by input from the larger language network, and 217 

is associated with specific connectivity between rostral auditory areas and ventral frontal cortex 218 

fields 40,41.  219 

 Speech perception is perhaps the most well-studied auditory recognition process; however, 220 

the processing of other sorts of spectrally complex auditory objects (such as birdsong or 221 

instrumental music) also recruits the rostral auditory cortex42. Response biases in rostral auditory 222 

fields to particular sound classes — including speech, voices and music — can be detected using 223 

fMRI, but these effects are weak, in that they are not purely selective, (that is, auditory areas that 224 

respond to music also respond to other types of sounds) 33. In addition, it has been noted that 225 

although a single study investigating a particular sound class may show a hierarchical response 226 

profile in which the responses become more selective along the rostral pathway this does not imply 227 

that the rostral pathway as a whole is selective for that sound class43.  228 

[H2] Parallel processing of multiple auditory objects  229 

In normal environments, we frequently hear multiple auditory objects simultaneously (at the time 230 

of writing, for example, we can hear a car alarm and footsteps in the corridor, in addition to the 231 

sounds of our own typing). We know that unattended auditory information can disrupt 232 

performance in behavioural tasks requiring speech production or holding verbal information in 233 

working memory, which suggests that unattended auditory objects are being processed (to some 234 

extent) for meaning, in parallel with attended auditory information44. The ascending auditory 235 

pathways are essential for forming representations of auditory objects and their associated spatial 236 

locations (Box 1) and rostral cortical auditory fields appear to be capable of representing multiple 237 

parallel auditory objects, only one of which forms the currently attended signal45,46. Studies of 238 

‘masked’ speech, in which a target speech signal is heard against a simultaneous competing sound, 239 

indicate that when a competing sound is more speech-like, it elicits a greater neural response in 240 

rostral auditory fields47,48. This response occurs in addition to the activation associated with the 241 

content of the attended speech47 (which may include self-produced speech48), suggesting that the 242 

computational processes taking place in the rostral auditory cortex must be flexible enough to 243 

process (and recognise aspects of) multiple unattended auditory objects. This flexibility must 244 



 

permit the processing of multiple parallel sources of auditory information for a wide variety of 245 

possible kinds of sound, as well as the switching of attentional focus between them. Such switching 246 

may occur on the basis of intention and/or when information in an unattended stream starts to 247 

compete for resources with the attended stream49. Such parallel processing must therefore be fast, 248 

plastic and highly state-dependent.  249 

[H1] Caudal auditory processing 250 

[H2] Sensorimotor and spatial computations  251 

As discussed above, caudal auditory fields show precise and rapid responses to sound onsets and 252 

fluctuations. We suggest that this makes them ideal for guiding motor responses to sounds in the 253 

environment or to self-produced sounds, especially those that require rapid action. Speech 254 

production is, of course, a motor action that requires tight temporal and spatial control 50. Caudal 255 

auditory cortical fields have been shown many times to be recruited during speech production51-256 
55, whereas the activity of rostral auditory fields is suppressed during articulation (relative to its 257 

activity when hearing speech)56,57. This motor-related caudal auditory activity is enhanced when a 258 

talker, for example, alters their voice to match specific pitches58, compensates for an 259 

experimentally induced altered shift in their perceived vocal pitch59 or speaks (usually with 260 

significant disfluencies) while being presented with delayed auditory feedback60. Superior 261 

auditory-motor abilities have been shown to correlate with neural measures in pathways connected 262 

to caudal auditory fields. For example, the arcuate fasciculus, a white matter tract that projects 263 

from caudal temporal and parietal cortex to the frontal lobe, shows greater leftward lateralization 264 

in terms of volume and increased integrity (measured with fractional anisotropy) in people who 265 

are better at imitating foreign accents61. Conversely, difficulties with speech production (such as 266 

stammering) have been linked to abnormalities in pathways connected to caudal auditory 267 

fields62,63.  268 

 Rostral auditory streams support recognition processes under normal listening conditions 269 

(see above); however, caudal areas do seem to play a limited role in recognition processes. Caudal 270 

areas are recruited only during some specific kinds of perceptual task, including those requiring 271 

sublexical units (such as phonemes) 64-67 and phonetic features68 of speech to be accessed, motor-272 

related semantic features to be processed (as is the case for Japanese onomatopoetic words69), or 273 



 

the passive perception of non-speech mouth sounds that ‘sound do-able’ (can be matched to an 274 

action)  22,70. It is also important to note that when auditory recognition processes require an 275 

emphasis on the way that a sound is made — for example, when beat boxers hear unfamiliar 276 

examples of expert beat boxing71 or people listen to sounds produced by human actions 72,73 (such 277 

as the sounds made by hand tools74) — caudal auditory areas are recruited and form part of a wider 278 

sensorimotor network. 279 

 Although speech is usually considered the prototypical sound-related action, the 280 

audiomotor integration of other types of sounds also relies on caudal fields. Musical performance, 281 

for example, requires precise cortical responses to sound in order to guide accurate motor 282 

production75. Although there is much less published research on the neuroscience of music than 283 

there is on speech, effects similar to those observed for speech (such as an enhanced caudal 284 

auditory cortex response) are seen when study participants attempt to perform music while 285 

receiving perceptual feedback that is altered76. Action-related sounds also guide many other 286 

movements: for example, the rising resonance frequency as glass of water is filled indicates when 287 

to stop pouring. Similarly, the sound an egg makes when it cracks, and many other actions-related 288 

sounds, require precise responses 77,78 and startle reflexes to loud sounds entail an immediate 289 

orientation to the perceived sound location. Although we know of no published studies on motor 290 

guidance in response to such sounds, we predict that they should also recruit caudal auditory cortex 291 

fields.  292 

 Movement is, of course, closely linked with space. The bias for responses to the onsets of 293 

sounds in caudal auditory cortex31, combined with the capacity of caudal areas to produce fast and 294 

fine temporal response to sounds, could make these areas suitable for locating sounds in space79 295 

and guiding and processing movement80 and navigation (as described in the following studies) 296 

accordingly. Recent evidence from fMRI studies that have used binaural and 3D sound 297 

presentation paradigms supports this: blind human participants showed increased caudal temporal 298 

(and parietal) responses to echoes when listening to recordings that were binaural (and therefore 299 

contained the information necessary for echolocation) than they did when the recordings were 300 

monaural81. Similarly, in sighted people, sounds presented binaurally to create the illusion of a 301 

source existing outside the head activate caudal pathways more strongly than those presented 302 

monoaurally (which lack information necessary to calculate a spatial origin and therefore appear 303 

to originate inside the head82). Caudal superior temporal activity is also modulated by varying the 304 



 

perceived location of a sound in space, as indicated by its direction82 and proximity to the head83. 305 

However, single cell recording studies in caudal belt fields find partially segregated responses to 306 

temporal features and spatial location, which suggests that two independent streams may 307 

contribute to these sensorimotor and spatial processes26. 308 

FMRI is an inherently correlational technique, but these computational distinctions are also 309 

supported by causal evidence obtained from a transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) study and 310 

a patient study: whereas transient TMS applied to the rostral auditory cortex delayed reaction times 311 

for judgements concerning sound identity more than it affected those related to sound location, 312 

similarly disrupting the caudal auditory cortex delayed judgments of sound location more than it 313 

did sound identity84. Similarly, stroke damage to rostral areas affects sound identification, whereas 314 

damage to caudal auditory cortex impairs location judgments85.  315 

 In more ecologically valid contexts in which individuals are moving and talking with other 316 

people in complex auditory environments, one can imagine that sound identification processes and 317 

spatiomotor processes must interact. Indeed, in the processing of multiple auditory sources, spatial 318 

information about a sound is a powerful way of separating it out from other competing sounds: 319 

although this separation likely has its origin in subcortical processes, caudal auditory fields may 320 

also be involved in aspects of the spatial representations of the sounds 86,87. Similarly, recognizing 321 

a sound may be important for selecting the correct response action. It is likely that this interaction 322 

involves integration in frontal cortex areas, where the functional auditory pathways are proposed 323 

to converge 1.  324 

 325 

[H1] Future directions  326 

There is much still to uncover. It is very unlikely that neural temporal response differences to 327 

sound are the only relevant computational factors distinguishing the rostral and caudal auditory 328 

streams. Sounds are made by objects and actions, and the exact amplitude and spectral profile of 329 

any sound will reflect these underlying objects and actions in a complex way. Thus, the spectral 330 

and amplitude envelope properties of a sound will not be easily separated into those concerning 331 

identification and those related to spatial and motor functions. The computational processing of 332 

sounds for different purposes likely entails differential aspects of these amplitude and spectral 333 

characteristics: for example, caudal fields may be more sensitive to the amplitude onset of a sound, 334 

whereas rostral fields may be sensitive to the amplitude envelope of the whole sound.  335 



 

 An important question concerns what exactly the primary auditory cortex (PAC) represents, 336 

given that so much structural information, including spatial location, is computed and coded in the 337 

ascending auditory pathway (Box 1). Perhaps its role is to represent sound in such a way that it 338 

can be accessed by higher-order perceptual and cognitive systems. Indeed, PAC has been shown 339 

to be highly non-selective to particular sound types (exhibiting no selectively greater response to 340 

speech sounds than other sounds, for example 88.) but conversely to be acutely sensitive to the 341 

context in which a sound is occurring. For example, it shows repetition suppression (an attenuated 342 

neural response to repeated stimuli)89.  343 

 We also still do not know exactly how multiple auditory objects are represented, processed 344 

and selected between in rostral auditory fields, or precisely what kinds of auditory information are 345 

used to guide action. Is it really the case that the fine temporal sensitivity of caudal fields is 346 

matched by a weaker reliance on spectral cues90 or is the system more complex than this? When 347 

we understand what aspects of sounds are represented at distinct levels of both cortical and 348 

subcortical processing, the corresponding acoustic profiles and the resulting functional responses 349 

(that is, how they are used), we will have moved closer to a computational model of primate 350 

hearing. 351 

  352 

Several previous papers have put forward models of the properties of distinct auditory processing 353 

streams1-3,5,7,90,91. Our proposal is distinct in that we are trying to synthesize across a wider range 354 

of auditory domains than the previous domain-specific models, and we have taken temporal 355 

response properties of neurons to sound as a feature to distinguish the two candidate systems’ 356 

computational differences. A couple of previous approaches have used temporal processing as a 357 

way of distinguishing differences in auditory processing; however, both focussed on the temporal 358 

characteristics of sounds and used this as a way of hypothesizing candidate processing differences 359 

between the left and right auditory fields. One model92 suggested that, by analogy with the 360 

construction of spectrograms, the left auditory fields had good temporal resolution and poor 361 

spectral resolution, whereas the analogous regions on the right had poor temporal resolution. 362 

Another93 specifically suggested that the left auditory fields sampled sounds at a faster rate than 363 

the right auditory fields, with a general model of ‘window size’ being shorter in the left and longer 364 

on the right. Both of these approaches aim to account for hemispheric asymmetries in speech and 365 

sound processing by positing selective processing of particular acoustic characteristics. However, 366 



 

we believe that the evidence for such specificity of acoustic processing is sparse 50. Other previous 367 

reviews and meta-analyses have focused only on the functions of auditory pathways: that is, how 368 

they interact with factors such as attention 15,16 or their roles in segmenting continuous sound into 369 

discrete auditory objects17. What we are suggesting in this article, which diverges from previous 370 

accounts, is that the temporal response characteristics of the rostral and caudal auditory cortex 371 

fields are distinct and may underlie computational differences that give rise to previously observed 372 

functional differences.    373 

[H1] Concluding remarks  374 

There are well-established anatomical differences in the cortical and subcortical connectivity of 375 

core auditory fields, and these have been linked to differential processing characteristics, 376 

associated with different kinds of perceptual tasks. In nonhuman primates these hypotheses have 377 

usually come about on the basis of single cell recording studies, whereas in humans evidence has 378 

been primarily provided by functional imaging. Here we have argued that a key feature of these 379 

processing differences is the temporal response characteristics of subregions of the auditory cortex. 380 

Differences in the temporal response characteristics of the rostral and caudal auditory cortex have 381 

been reported in non-human primates over the last decade25,26. More recently, the rostral-caudal 382 

connectivity of auditory cortex has been further elaborated12,13 and we have begun to see different 383 

temporal response characteristics to sound in the human brain 31. Perhaps because of the extreme 384 

salience of heard speech as a vehicle for linguistic and social communication, or perhaps because 385 

of the clear clinical need to understand aphasia, cognitive neuroscience has often approached the 386 

understanding of the auditory cortex in a manner that has been largely focussed on spoken 387 

language2. This may have obscured more general auditory perceptual processes which are engaged 388 

by speech but also perhaps by others sounds. Early studies demonstrated a role of rostral auditory 389 

fields in the comprehension of speech, and for caudal fields in the processing of the spatial location 390 

of sounds and auditory sensory guidance of speech production51,56,94,95. This can now be extended 391 

to a more general model in which auditory recognition processes take place in rostral fields, 392 

whereas caudal fields play a role in the sensory guidance of action and the alignment of action 393 

with sounds in space. We suggest that it is in the temporal responses differences in rostral and 394 

caudal fields that the functional ‘what’ and ‘where’ and/or ‘how’ pathways originate. 395 

 396 
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 683 

Box 1: The ascending and descending auditory pathways. 684 

Before sound is represented in the auditory cortex, it is first decomposed and undergoes extensive 685 

analysis in the ascending auditory pathway. For example, the spatial properties of sounds are 686 

known to be computed subcortically8,9,96 and it is thus assumed that they do not need to be re-687 

computed cortically. This subcortical processing is supplemented by further processing through 688 

cortico-thalamic loops, to enable auditory perception.  689 

 690 

At the cochlea, the physical vibrations that give rise to the perception of sound are transduced into 691 

electrical signals. The cochlea encodes sound in a tonotopic form; that is, sounds of different 692 

frequencies are differentially represented. This tonotopic information is preserved within the 693 

auditory nerve and throughout the entire ascending auditory pathway into the core auditory cortical 694 

fields18. The auditory nerve fibres project from the cochlea is to the cochlear nucleus (see the 695 

figure), where the auditory signal is decomposed into a number of parallel representations18. 696 

Divided into dorsal, anteroventral and posteroventral portions, the cochlear nucleus contains six 697 

principal cell types (as well as small cell and granule cell types), and mediates immensely complex 698 

processing of the auditory signal, which is only roughly characterised here. Each population of 699 

particular cochlear nucleus cell types receives input from across the whole tonotopic range and 700 

projects to a specific set of brain stem field97. The anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) contains 701 

cells that respond to sounds with a very high level of temporal precision 18. These project 702 

principally to the superior olivary nucleus and the trapezoidal body, which are important in 703 

computing the spatial location of sounds by comparing the inputs from the two ears, and thence to 704 

the inferior colliculus (IC) 18. The posterodorsal cochlear nucleus (PVCN) contains cells which 705 

show responses to sound onsets, and repeated regular (‘chopping’) responses to sustained sounds: 706 

these PVCN cells display a broader range of frequency responses than those in AVCN 18.  The 707 



 

dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) contains cells that display very complex frequency responses, such 708 

as highly specific frequency combination responses 18. This may enable the identification of 709 

spectral ‘notches’, which are gaps in highly specific frequency ranges  that are important for 710 

perceiving the spatial location of sound in the vertical plane. In addition to projecting to the 711 

superior olivary nucleus and trapezoidal body, the AVCN and PVCN both project to the lateral 712 

lemniscus and the IC directly 18. The cochlear nucleus thus contributes to different sound 713 

processing pathways and contributes to the detection of a wide range of different informational 714 

aspects of incoming sounds, such as the spatial location of the source of the sound or the properties 715 

of the sound that can contribute to its identification (such as its pitch)97. 716 

 Further along the pathway, the IC is a critical relay station in the processing of sound: 717 

tonotopy is preserved and neurones are organised in sheets of cells that share common frequency 718 

responses. However, within a sheet neurons can vary in their responses to other aspects of sounds, 719 

such as their spatial location and amplitude characteristics 97. Neural representations in the IC are 720 

less affected by a noisy and reverberant auditory environments than those of cochlear nucleus 721 

neurons, suggesting that the processing between these two regions makes the signal more robust, 722 

which may aid consistency in perceptual experiencee.g. 98.  723 

The IC projects to the auditory thalamus (including the medial geniculate nucleus, the 724 

medial pulvinar (PM) and the suprageniculate nucleus of thalamus (Sg)/ limitans nucleus of 725 

thalamus (Lim) complex). The ventral medial geniculate nucleus (MGv) is, like the IC, organised 726 

tonotopically and is considered to be the main pathway to auditory cortex, though other thalamic 727 

nuclei project to auditory fields (Fig. 1a). The medial geniculate nucleus (MGm) receives auditory, 728 

visual somatosensory and vestibular inputs, and dorsal geniculate nuclei (MGad and MGpd) also 729 

receive auditory and somatosensory inputs: these cells tend to have fast, frequency specific 730 

responses to sounds 97.These thalamic nuclei project to auditory core and surrounding auditory 731 

fields in the cortex (Figure 1a)13.  732 

It is important to note that the primate auditory system does not faithfully transmit the auditory 733 

environment to the cortex. There is considerable loss of spectral detail at the cochlea, with a 734 

roughly logarithmic relationship between frequency and resolution meaning that the higher the 735 

frequency of the sound, the more compressed its resolution99. There is, however, reasonably good 736 

resolution of temporal detail at the cochlea, which is essential for the encoding of the interaural 737 

time differences that are used to compute spatial location of sounds100. At the inferior colliculus, 738 



 

amplitude modulations with modulations rates slower than 200-300Hz (that is, those with a 739 

repetition rate around 3.3ms and longer) can be processed. However this temporal sensitivity 740 

reduces as the sounds are processed in the ascending auditory pathway 101. For this reason 741 

perceptually humans are poor at detecting amplitude modulations with modulations rates that are 742 

faster than 50-60Hz (that is, those with a repetition length of than 16-20ms or longer)102.  743 

 744 

  745 

 746 

Box 2: Auditory and visual perception: differences  747 

Though both visual and auditory perceptual pathways share similarities (without which cross 748 

modal perceptual benefits would be impossible), there are a number of important differences 749 

between auditory and visual processing in terms of anatomy and computational constraints. For 750 

example, although the number of synaptic projections in the ascending visual and auditory 751 

pathways is similar, there are more synaptic connections in the retina, with more cell types and 752 

more complex connectivity103 than there are in the cochlea 18. By contrast, there are more nuclei 753 

involved in the subcortical processing of sound than there are in the visual pathway vision, with 754 

a great deal of decomposition of the auditory environment and auditory objects taking place in 755 

the ascending auditory pathway (Box 1). As a result, visual perception relies heavily on cortical 756 

processing, arguably more so than audition does 98. Indeed, damage to the primary visual cortex 757 

(V1) causes cortical blindness: a loss of the visual field which cannot be recoded or recovered. 758 

Thus, patients with primary visual cortex damage cannot report on visual information presented 759 

to the corresponding parts of the visual field 104. However, bilateral damage to the primary 760 

auditory cortex does not lead to cortical deafness – sounds can still be heard but the processing 761 

of structural information in the sound (which is required to recognize speech) is not possible105. 762 

Such patients are thus typically described as being ‘word deaf’. Similarly, V1 represents a map 763 

of the input to the retina, whereas primary auditory fields show a less invariant response and 764 

have been argued to show a more context-sensitive profile – that is, different neural responses 765 

are generated in the primary auditory cortex to the same sound, depending on the frequency with 766 

which it is presented 106. This may suggest that auditory perception is more heterogeneous and 767 

flexible than visual perception, perhaps enabling animals to deal with considerable variation in 768 

auditory environments. 107.  769 



 

Unlike the visual system, in which spatial information is encoded as part of the 770 

representation at the retina and V1, auditory spatial information is computed (largely) by making 771 

comparisons across the two ears and this occurs from early stages of the ascending auditory 772 

pathway 108. This contributes to the construction of representations of the auditory objects in our 773 

environment. These representations can be based on low-level computations, such as spatial 774 

location, spectral shape and sequential information, or higher-order knowledge and can entail 775 

cross-modal processing (seen in the ‘ventriloquist effect’, for example) 109.  776 

Unlike visual objects, sounds only exist in our environment because something has 777 

happened. That is, sounds are always caused by actions and when sounds are produced we hear 778 

the properties both of the objects that the sound was made with and the kinds of actions that were 779 

made with them. For example, hands make a different sound when they are clapped together than 780 

when they are rubbed together astringed musical instrument will make a different sound when it 781 

is plucked or when it is bowed, and a larger stringed instrument will produce sounds of a different 782 

pitch and spectral range than a smaller one, no matter how it is played. By contrast, many visual 783 

objects merely require visible light to be reflected from them for us to be able to perceive them: 784 

this is even true for moving visual objects (which of course also have structure which evolves over 785 

time, like sound).  786 

The strong link between sounds, objects and actions may also underlie the robust finding 787 

that auditory sequences are far better than visual sequences for conveying a sense of rhythm 110 788 

and auditory rhythms are much more salient than visual sequences. The link between sounds 789 

objects and actions also means that sounds can convey a great deal of information without 790 

necessarily being specifically recognised. A loud impact sound behind me will cause me to react, 791 

even if I cannot recognise exactly what hit what: it suggests that something large hit something 792 

else hard and whatever hit what, I might want to get out of the way.  793 

  794 

 795 

Fig. 1: Cortical and subcortical connectivity of the macaque auditory cortex 796 

  a| A schematic representation of the connectivity between the auditory thalamus and core and 797 

belt auditory fields in the cortex. The connections broadly represent the proportion of the input to 798 

each auditory cortical field from the different thalamic nuclei. Connections that constitute a high 799 

proportion (over 40%) of the total connections to an auditory field from a given thalamic region 800 



 

(based on the density of patterns of reciprocal staining) are indicated by solid lines; those that 801 

constitute a moderate proportion (between 10-40% of the total connections to an auditory field 802 

from a given thalamic region) are indicated with dashed lines, and low proportion (between 2%-803 

10% of the total connections to an auditory field from a given thalamic region) are shown with 804 

dotted lines (for clarity, connections of 2% or fewer are not shown).  There is a clear rostral–805 

caudal distinction in thalamic connectivity. Moving rostrally, there is a general decline in the 806 

proportions of connections from the ventral division of the MGN (MGv) and increased 807 

proportions of inputs from other medial geniculate nuclei and other thalamic nuclei.  Core areas 808 

A1 and R receive an overwhelming  majority of their inputs from the ventral medial geniculate 809 

(MGv), while the more rostral RT area receives similar proportions of inputs from MGv and the 810 

postero-dorsal medial geniculate nucleus (MGpd).  The rostrotemporal polar field (RTp) receives 811 

roughly similar proportions of its inputs from MGv, MGpd and the medial division of the medial 812 

geniculate nucleus (Mgm) as well as the suprageniculate nucleus of thalamus (Sg)/ limitans 813 

nucleus of thalamus (Lim) complex and the medial pulvinar (MP).  Rostral superior temporal 814 

gyrus (STGr), belt and STG fields receive the majority of their thalamic inputs from the medial 815 

pulvinar, and a lower proportion from the Sg/Lim complex 13. b| A schematic image illustrating 816 

the connectivity of different core auditory regions in the macaque cortex12,19,111. Dense feed 817 

forward, feedback, lateral and indeterminate connections (those for which the retrograde 818 

connectivity cell count  was over 30) are represented with solid lines, whereas moderate 819 

feedforward and feedback connections (those for which cell count was between 15-29) are 820 

shown with dashed lines. The connectivity pattern shows a clear rostral-caudal difference: caudal 821 

core field A1 primarily connects to surrounding belt fields and to R, with more moderate 822 

connections to caudal belt and parabelt fields. R, on the other hand, connects to A1 and to rostral 823 

core field RT, with moderate connections to rostral and caudal belt and parabelt fields and RTp. 824 

RT connects to adjacent field RTp, and adjacent rostral belt fields. RTp has a distinctly different 825 

pattern of connectivity to temporal pole, rostral belt and parabelt fields, via lateral and 826 

indeterminate connections. This pattern of connectivity results in a recurrent and interactive 827 

network incorporating multiple parallel pathways with both direct and indirect connections12. 828 

AL, anterolateral belt; CL, caudolateral belt; CM, caudomedial belt; CPB, caudal parabelt; 829 

MGad, anterodorsal division of medial geniculate nucleus of thalamus (MGN); MGm, medial 830 

division of MGN; MGpd, posterodorsal division of MGN; ML, middle lateral belt; MM, middle 831 



 

medial belt; R, rostral auditory core field; RM, rostromedial belt; RT, rostral temporal core field; 832 

RTL, rostrotemporal-lateral belt; RTM, rostrotemporal-medial belt 833 

RPB, rostral parabelt; STS, superior temporal sulcus; TGdd, dysgranular part of the dorsal 834 

temporal pole; TGgd, granular part of the dorsal temporal pole; Tpt, temporo-parietal area. 835 

Part a is adapted, with permission from Scott et al 2017 13, and part b is adapted from Scott et al, 836 

2015 12.  837 

 838 

Fig. 2: Response properties of rostral and caudal auditory cortex.  839 

 a| This shows the examples of ECoG responses to sentences categorized as ‘sustained’ and ‘onset’, 840 

based on machine learning classifications. Rostral fields show sustained responses, and caudal 841 

fields show transient responses associated with the onset of complex sequences. These distinctions 842 

are found bilaterally 31.b| minimum response latencies (that is, the fastest responses to sound 843 

onsets) in rostral core field R (top) and caudal core field A1 (bottom). The median response in 844 

caudal A1 is faster (at 20ms) than that in rostral R (33ms) 14.  c| Neural responses to increasing 845 

rates of amplitude modulation in rostral core field R (top) and caudal core field A1 (bottom). Note 846 

that the responses saturate at a much lower amplitude modulation frequency in rostral field R than 847 

in caudal field A1, indicating that the responses in A1 can track amplitude changes at a much faster 848 

rate than can R 14. Part a is adapted with permission from Ref. 31. Parts b and c are adapted, with 849 

permission, from Ref 14. 850 
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